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Favor bags are a traditional way of giving gifts for the purpose of wedding, birthdays, or any other
parties. These bags are usually cheap and are available in almost all craft stores and also online.
They are available in different shapes, sizes and colors and are usually pocket friendly. Thus, you
can express your love and affection to your loved ones by giving your gifts in these favors bags.

There are various kinds of favor bags available in the market to choose from.

â€¢	Organza bags and frosted bags are the traditional kinds of favor bags. Organza bags are usually
drawstring bags which have tasseled or silk cording. They can be filled with chocolates, candies,
mints and coins. Frosted bags are those which are to be folded over and closed with a silk ribbon..

â€¢	Mulberry paper bags are another kind of favor bags which have become very popular these days.
They come in different shapes like heart shape or the traditional shapes and tied with silk ribbons
and tasseled cording with a bow. Flowers can also be added to these bags to enhance their look.

â€¢	The other kinds of favor bags include felt favor bags, flat bottom organza bag and others. The
former can be decorated with contrasted drawstrings and flowers. The latter can be used to hand
over gifts like candles, lotions etc.

Heart shaped favor bags are also available for delivering gifts like heart shaped chocolates, any
heart shaped container and so on. These can be made of various materials like felt, mulberry paper
or organza and can be tied with ribbons.

Thus, favor bags are a creative way of gifting things to your loved ones. These can also be reused
after emptying. As they are less expensive and pocket friendly, they have become popular. So
choose the favor bag of your choice depending upon the occasion and theme.
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For more information on a favor bags, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a drawstring bags!
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